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CCSI Announces Latest Cloud Service – Visibility as a Service
Bohemia, NY, August 20, 2018 – Contemporary Computer Services Inc. (CCSI), a leading technology services and

solutions provider, launches Visibility as a Service (VaaS) broadening the current Cloud Service portfolio: Back
up as a Service, Disaster Recovery as a Service, Migration to the Cloud, and Cost Containment. This latest release
represents our mission statement to provide technology solutions to business challenges that optimize cost, reduce
risk, simplify operations, and increase performance.
CCSI's Visibility Service is designed from the ground up for the
unique demands of cloud-based workloads. Visibility as a Service
can also monitor more traditional resources; ie: traditional bare
metal servers and VM's. This latest service will allow our clients to
utilize the benefits of the cloud and be able to have full visibility and
monitoring of their cloud environment.
“This past year CCSI has released new Cloud and Cybersecurity services designed around our clients feedback
and requests," said John R. Riconda, President/CEO of CCSI. “These services demonstrate our mission and value
statements to assist in business transformation with technology solutions that simplify operations and increase
productivity. Visibility as a Service is a solution our current and future clients will benefit from utilizing immediately.”
As more and more of our clients are pursuing the cloud and its benefits – flexibility, agility, elasticity and rapid
scaling both horizontally and vertically; they will also have a significant challenge in terms of gaining visibility
and monitoring the performance and security of public cloud environments. The cloud environment has instances
come and go, with different groups within an organization spinning up new stacks with little advanced notice. This
infrastructure churn, as well as traditional resources, can be monitored with CCSI's Visibility as a Service.

About CCSI
For more than 40 years, CCSI has remained on the forefront of technological innovation, navigating clients through a complete
IT evolution with a focus on helping firms understand the practical business implications of emerging technologies. CCSI
provides the highest quality of service in the industry for the full spectrum of technologies–from containers to PCs, network
infrastructures, managed services, IP telephony, cybersecurity, cloud services, SD-WAN, to storage solutions. We provide
architecture with innovation. Partner with us and discover what sets us apart from the rest. Learn more at www.ccsinet.com.
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